Presentation of our new chairman of ANA Futura – Mats Blennow

Learn the nitty-gritty about fire safety – Marjan Amiri

Latest ANA Futura news – Lars Frelin

Questions from the staff
Mats Blennow – Head of Department, Clintec

Photo from the ANA Futura conference – Djurönäset Oct. 25, 2018
Learn the nitty-gritty about fire safety

- **Presentation by Marjan Amiri** – *Laboratory safety coordinator* ANA Futura
Latest ANA Futura news

- New organization for ANA Futura
- Common laboratories
- Short general information
- PhD- and postdoc group KI South
- News from our advanced facilities
New organization for ANA Futura
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ANA Futura
The Steering Committee is:
- the decision-making body for ANA Futura
- responsible for ANA Futura related issues such as economy, policy, infrastructure, etc.
The Drafting Committee (previous House group):

- overall view on how localities are used, set common rules and how facilities should be used
- support, prepare and analyze questions/issues for the Steering Committee
The Steering Committee have decided:
- common laboratories and equipment = available for all ANA Futura staff
  (after appropriate introduction, user-fees may apply)
- no “private equipment” in common laboratories will be allowed

News from the Drafting Committee:
- work in progress to optimize the use of common laboratories
- all common laboratories will have appointed contact persons with a clearly defined responsibility
- all instruments will be labelled with contact person information
- a routine for handling non-adherence to rules have been established
### General house information

- **Status about the freezer patrol:**
  - The ANA Futura "freezer patrol" is **NOT established**
    - We are awaiting a facility management service for KI South to be established
  - Thus, all alarms should be handled by the owner of the freezer until further notice

- **Lab coats:**

  **Important information! Lab coats must be returned.**

  According to Textilia, our supplier of lab coats, approximately 250 lab coats are missing. According to the agreement each lab coat can be used **no longer than 3 months** otherwise they are considered as "missing". When this happens we have to pay 600 SEK for each lab coat as a penalty fee.

  The following lab coats must be returned for laundry **immediately, deadline October 18**:

  - Lab coats being used longer than 3 months
  - Lab coats with an unknown user
  - Clean lab coats in a local cabinet not being used for over 3 months
General house information

- **New coffee machines:**
  - In Feb. 2020 the remaining Selecta coffee machines will be replaced with new ones from Coffee Center
  - The new machines requires that we ALL help out to refill beans, cacao, milk powder etc.
  - More information will come later

- **Display of new signs:**
  - Work is finished to put up signs for our advanced labs and instruments
Our President and Dean of KI South encourage the establishment of a PhD- and postdoc group for KI South:

- **Background:** to create opportunities for researchers to meet, get to know each other and discuss about possible collaborations. One way to achieve this is to organize a series of **events** (both scientific and informal), which are open to everyone.

- **Activities and events:**
  - **Education:** Method seminars, Journal clubs, Career seminars, The KI South Young Researchers Symposium, etc.
  - **Networking:** Movie and Boardgame nights, Ana Futura/NEO Pub, After work, etc.
  - **Health and cultural promotion:** Running club, Football/Dodgeball tournament, etc.

- **Are YOU interested in being part of establishing a PhD- and postdoc group at KI South?**
  - Send your interest to Christina Sundqvist: christina.sundqvist@ki.se
News from our advanced facilities

- **BSL3 laboratory**
  - Soon ready to be opened – facility is currently being equipped
  - Training of users starting autumn 2019

- **Pre-GMP laboratory**
  - Ready to be opened next week
  - Basic and advanced instruments installed

- **Mass-spectrometry laboratory**
  - Almost ready to be opened
  - Last instrument being installed early November
Questions from the staff

ANA Futura